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Good-Turing Discounting

• Intuition: Use the count of things you have seen
ONCE to help estimate the count of things you
have NEVER SEEN.

• Notation: Let Nc be the number of N-grams that
occur c times.

• For example, if we are talking about bigrams, N0 is
the number of bigrams that never occur and N1 is
the number of bigrams that occur one time.
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Good-Turing Discounting Formula

• Let c! be the smoothed count of N-grams that oc-
cur c times:

c! = (c + 1)
Nc+1

Nc
(1)

• For example, if c = 0, we have

c! =
N1

N0
(2)

• This formula can be used to compute the smoothed
values for bigrams that do not occur.
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Good-Turing Discounting Formula

• We can use an alternate formulation to compute
the adjusted probability of bigrams with frequency
0.

P !GT (things with frequency 0 in training) =
N1

N
(3)

where
N1 = count of things that were seen once in train-
ing, and
N = total number of things (bigrams) that actually
occur in training

• Note N1
N is the cumulative Good-Turing probability

of things that don’t occur even once. This can be
shown equivalent to the formulation on the previous
page.
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Good-Turing Discounting

• The probability of a thing (bigram) that occurs only
once is changed to

P !GT (a thing with frequency 0) = (0 + 1)
N0+1

N0
"

1

N

=
N1

N0
"

1

N

=
N1

N0N

• Some probability mass has been moved toward the
items (bigrams) that didn’t occur before.

• As a result, the probability of items that actually
occur in the corpus needs to be reduced or dis-
counted.
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Good-Turing Discounting

• In general, the probability of a thing that occurs c

times is discounted by

(c + 1)
Nc+1

Nc
(4)

• The GT probability of a thing (bigram) that occurs
c times in the corpus is

(c + 1)
Nc+1

Nc
"

c

N
(5)
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Problems in Good-Turing Discounting

• The equation for discounting probabilities is

! = (c + 1)
Nc+1

Nc
(6)

where
c = the number of times a bigram occurs
Nc = the number of bigrams that occur c times.

• A problem arises when any Nc = 0
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Solution : Simple Good-Turing (SGT) Estimate

Step 1: Compute the values of Nc as usual.

Step 2: Smooth Nc counts to replace any 0s

– Use linear regression of Nc and c in log space.

log(Nc) = a + b log(c) (7)

Step 3: Don’t compute c! for all values of c

– Large counts where c > k for some threshold k
are assume to be reliable

NOTE: Treat N-grams with low raw counts (especially counts
of 1) as if they were 0. Apply GT discounting as if
they were actually 0
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Interpolation

• Discounting can help solve the problem of zero fre-
quency N-grams.

• For examples, if we are trying to compute P (wn |
wn#2 wn#1), but we have no example of a trigram
wn#2 wn#1 wn, we can instead estimate its proba-
bility using bigram probability P (wn | wn#1)

• Two ways:

– Backo!
– Interpolation
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Linear Interpolation

• We combine di!erent order N-grams linearly inter-
polating all the models.

• For examples, we can estimate trigram probability
by a weighted sum of trigram, bigram and unigram
probabilities:

P̂ (wn | wn#2wn#1) = "1P (wn | wn#2wn#1) +(8)

"2P (wn | wn#1) +

"3P (wn)

such that
!

i "i = 1
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Computing " values

• "s are learned from a HELD-OUT corpus.

• The HELD-OUT corpus is an additional training
corpus, not used to set the N-gram counts, but to
set other parameters.

• Choose " values that maximize the likelihood of the
HELD-OUT corpus.

• That is, we obtain (and fix) the N-gram probabilities
and then search for " values that when plugged into
the equation in the previous page gives the highest
probability for the HELD-OUT data.

• Use Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm to
find locally optimal values of "s.
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Backo! N-gram modeling or Katz Backo! with

discounting
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